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Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of countries as of 2020 including ASEAN (USD, Billion)
Country

GDP as of 2020 (USD, Billion)

South Korea
Australia
China
Japan
France
Germany
US
Canada
Russia
Ukraine
Spain
Belarus
Poland
Georgia
Turkey
India
Pakistan
ASEAN

1,630.53
1,330.90
14,722.73
4,975.42
2,630.32
3,846.41
20,936.60
1,644.04
1,483.50
155.58
1,281
60.26
594.2
15.89
720.1
2,660.24
263.69
3,080
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Russia and Ukraine Macroeconomic Overview
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Export and import by main commodity group, and GDP composition by sector
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Composition of GDP sectors in Russia - 2020
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Russia and Ukraine’s Major Trading Partners
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Italian and French banks have the largest Russian exposure, representing just over $25 billion each at the end of September, followed by
Austrian banks with $17.5 billion, while U.S. bank exposure totals $14.7 billion

Austria

France

Italy

Italy

France

France

Netherlands

RBI is considering a
withdrawal from
Russia. Business
contributed almost a
1/3 of RBI's 2021 net
profit of €1.5 billion.
RBI's Russian
business holds €2.4
billion in capital (18%
of consolidated
equity). RBI's overall
Russian exposure
was €22.85 billion at
the end of 2021.
Cross-border
exposure to Russia is
€1.6 billion with no
parent funding from
Vienna. RBI also
holds €2.2 billion in
loans to Ukrainian
customers.

Societe Generale
(SC) had €18.6
billion of overall
exposure to the
country at end-2021.
More than 80% of the
exposure (€15.4
billion) is held locally
by Rosbank, with only
€3.2 billion crossborder. SC’s Russian
activities in 2021
represented 2.7% of
group net income.
Exposure to Russian
sovereign entities
stands at €3.7 billion.

A full write-off of
UniCredit's Russian
business would cost
around €7.4 billion,
pushing the core
capital ratio to around
13% from 15.03%.
UniCredit's crossborder exposure to
Russian clients is
€4.5 billion. The direct
exposure is €1.9
billion. It could also
suffer an up to €1
billion loss on
derivatives if the
rouble's value fell to
zero.

Italy's biggest bank is
analysing its exposure
to Russia and Ukraine
which, net of
guarantees, amounts
to €5.1 billion in loans
and €0.6 billion in offbalance sheet items.
Some €200 million in
loans are to
sanctions-hit entities.
Intesa is conducting a
strategic review of its
presence.

Credit Agricole’s
exposure to Russia is
€6.7 billion; 0.6% of
its commercial lending
portfolio as of Dec.
31.
Fully-owned
subsidiaries in
Ukraine and Russia
together hold €376
million in equity.
Credit Agricole is
monitoring closely its
Russia exposures.

The French bank has
unveiled a total
exposure of around
€3 billion to Russia
and Ukraine, sticking
to its previously
announced 2025
financial targets.

The Dutch bank has
€5.3 billion in loans to
Russian customers,
or 0.9% of its loan
book. About €700
million are affected by
new sanctions.

Note: ($1 = 0.9016 euros)
Source: TAB Insights, Reuters
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Top banks around the world most affected by Russia (1/2)
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Italian and French banks have the largest Russian exposure, representing just over $25 billion each at the end of September 2021, followed
by Austrian banks with $17.5 billion, while U.S. bank exposure totals $14.7 billion

Germany

Germany

Switzerland

Switzerland

USA

USA

The German bank,
which has said it
would wind down its
Russian business
reversing its previous
stance, had
gross exposure to
Russia of €2.9 billion
at end-2021. It
comprises €1.4 billion
of loan exposure and
€1.5 billion of
contingent risks
relating mostly to
undrawn
commitments. The
loan exposure is €600
million net of
guarantees and asset
collateral.

The German lender
has reduced its
exposure to Russia to
€1.3 billion from €1.9
billion in recent
weeks.

The Swiss bank is
reviewing its Russian
operations after
disclosing that roughly
4% of assets in its
core wealth
management
business belong to
Russian clients. It had
initially disclosed only
a gross credit
exposure of €1.53
billion to Russia at
end-2021, or €827
million net of hedges.

Switzerland's biggest
bank has said its
direct exposure to
Russia accounted for
€576 million of its total
emerging market
exposure of €18.99
billion at end-2021.

The most impacted
among U.S. banks,
Citi has Russia
exposure of $9.8
billion. It could lose
nearly half in a worstcase scenario, it has
said, as it speeds up
plans to withdraw.
The total comprises
$8.2 billion in thirdparty exposures, and
a further $1.6 billion
outside of its Russian
subsidiary.

Both banks have said they are actively winding
down their Russian business. Goldman Sachs
had flagged a Russia credit exposure of $650
million. JP Morgan has 160 staff in Russia

Note: ($1 = 0.9016 euros)
Source: TAB Insights, Reuters
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Top banks around the world most affected by Russia (2/2)
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About 300 Russian financial institutions use SWIFT
Most SWIFT transactions are for $ (40%), € (37%), and £ (6%)-denominated payments
Transactions transmitted via SWIFT are settled by payments systems that facilitate much larger volumes than SWIFT itself.
The US’ Clearing House Interbank Payments System (CHIPS) enabled $407 t in 2021.
TARGET2, a European Central Bank–run payment system facilitated $520 trillion in transactions in 2020.
The China National Advanced Payment System (CNAPS) reportedly processed over $800 trillion in payments in 2019.
These systems have internal messaging systems to facilitate payments without relying on SWIFT, but a large share of
high-value, cross-border payments involve a SWIFT message.
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Payments – the impact on SWIFT member institutions (1/2)

If important Russian banks stay connected to SWIFT, are not sanctioned by the EU, continue to receive a wide range of
carveouts from U.S. sanctions, and remain TARGET2 participants, then sizable flows of dollar- and euro-denominated crossborder payments will continue in and out of Russia.
Completely disconnecting Russia’s banks from SWIFT will raise the price of energy, thus benefiting Russia’s
government.
Potential for escalatory retaliatory responses by Russia.
A broad SWIFT disconnect would lead to troubles at EU banks, which reportedly had more than $76 billion in outstanding
Russian loans.
Disconnecting most Russian banks from SWIFT or implementing harsher sanctions will drive Russia to rely on Chinese
financial market infrastructure.
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If Russian banks are ultimately largely disconnected from U.S. and EU payment infrastructure, trade between Russia and its largest
trading partner, China, will have to go through other channels.
The U.S.-sanctioned VTB Bank, which is set to be disconnected from SWIFT—is a participant in CNAPS, suggesting that it can easily
avoid using SWIFT when facilitating renminbi-denominated payments between Russian and Chinese firms.
Special communication lines to circumvent SWIFT are also likely already in place between Russian banks and Chinese financial
institutions
Russian firms with accounts at Chinese state-owned banks can presumably send and receive renminbi-denominated payments to
other entities banked by Chinese depositories that circumvent SWIFT
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Payments – the impact on SWIFT member institutions (2/2)

China will speed up efforts to reduce China’s SWIFT usage and increase renminbi cross-border payments flow

In 2014, the Bank of Russia established the National Payment Cards System (NPCS), based on which the Mir cards
and the Faster Payments System (FPS) were created. Additionally, all domestic Russian payments using the cards
of international payment systems are processed through the NPCS.
in 2019, the Faster Payments System (FPS) was launched, which allows individuals to instantly transfer funds to each other
using mobile phone numbers, pay for purchases, pay utility bills and make a variety of other transfers. As of 1 March 2022,
209 banks were participants in the FPS. More than 1.25 billion transactions worth 7.3 trillion rubles were processed
by the system.
7 banks in Russia have been banned from SWIFT, and 2 exempted (Sberbank and Gazprombank).
Copyright The Asian Banker 2020. All rights reserved
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Supply Chains and Trade In just a number of days, the prices of energy and commodities have skyrocketed, and the supply chain has become
Related
Finance
at higher risk. These are issues that might increase inflation and limit
growth for Western
Europe and the world.
 The global chip and semiconductor crisis, that was expected to ease in 2022, can probably be aggravated by the war.
Ukraine provides over half of the world’s neon gas, which is essential for semiconductor production.
 The cost of logistics has risen steeply with freight rates jumping $13/kg between Hong Kong and North American
hubs. Surging gas prices are expected to drive up costs of transporting goods.
 Russia has 11 different time zones, and the airspace ban by and against it will increase the cost of transportation of
goods in and around Europe and overseas.
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Supply Chains and Trade-Related Finance

 The Semiconductor Industry Association mentioned that while Russia accounts for less than 0.1% of global chip
supplies, continued conflict will increase the prices for platinum, palladium, aluminum, oil, nickel, and neon produced in
the region.
 Several smartphone and PC manufacturers who have managed to stockpile chips and parts will need to adjust their
production output in anticipation of resulting shortages.
 Supply chain disruptions could delay smartphone, PC, and automotive releases later in the year, as well as shrink
device output as supplies go scarce.
 Various industries are bracing for the war’s domino effect on global production and delivery of chips and components.
Possible solutions, like the decentralization of processes like neon production could take years to establish elsewhere.
Copyright The Asian Banker 2020. All rights reserved
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Reflecting the higher risk premium and given the large supply shock, it is predicted that oil price will not only need to increase to $120 bbl
but stay there for months to incentivize demand destruction. If Russia were to use oil exports to exert pressure on the West, 2.9 mbd of
crude would be at risk, which translates to a $50 bbl annualized price impact. China could opt to buy 1 mbd more of Russian oil at a steep
discount and store it, without making any adjustments to its market purchases. On the other hand, it could reduce market purchases
commensurately, freeing up to 1 mbd of supply from other sources. However, if disruption to Russian volumes lasts throughout the year,
Brent oil prices could exit the year at $185 bbl, likely leading to a significant 3 mbd drop in the global oil demand. Even if shale production
responds to the price signal, it cannot grow by more than 1.4 mbd this year given labor and infrastructure constraints. In natural gas, is it
expected that the title transfer facility (TTF) price are to reach 77.50 euros ($85.95) per megawatt hour (EUR/MWh) to reflect the evolving
geopolitical risks of the Russia/Ukraine conflict. This assumes that Russia would continue to honor long-term natural gas supply
commitments to Europe. Gold prices received a boost from “safe haven” demand and falling real yields in the U.S. as risk-off trading has
intensified. With U.S. 10-yr real yields now back down below -100bp, gold spiked to above $2,000 per troy ounce, and is currently trading at
$2,500/oz—highest level since August 2020. Prices are set to remain volatile. A continued push lower in real yields (whether from a more
dovish Fed than expected or higher inflation break evens being priced in on the back of the commodities rally, or a combination of the both)
and additional boosted “safe haven” / inflation hedging demand for precious metals on the back of a continued melt-up in other
commodities, particularly energy, could likely send gold prices up towards $2,200/oz.
Brent
oil

European gas

Copper

$100185/bbl

80250+EUR/Mwh

$9,80012,000/mt

Acronyms:
Bbl: Barrel
Mwh: Megawatt hour
Mt: metric ton
Oz: Ounce
Bu: bushel
Mbd: thousand barrels (of oil) per day

Aluminum
$3,3004,700/mt

Nickel
$26,50080,000/mt

Zinc
$3,4005000/mt

Palladium

Platinum

$2,4004,000/oz

$1,0301,350/oz

Gold
$1,8002,200/oz

Silver
$22.529.5/oz

Wheat
1,2001,800/Bu

Corn
8001,300/Bu
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Markets: Commodity Prices

Soybean
s
1,6002,000/Bu
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Russia owes foreign creditors $62.5 billion, including $21.5 billion that requires repayment in dollars and euros.
Russia has a host of key payment dates coming up, the first of which is a $117 million payment of some U.S. dollardenominated eurobond coupons on the 23rd of March.
Credit ratings agency Fitch downgraded Russian sovereign debt to a “C” rating, indicating that “a sovereign default is
imminent.”
S&P Global Ratings downgraded Russia’s foreign and local currency sovereign credit ratings to “CCC-”
“Russia’s military conflict with Ukraine has prompted a new round of G7 government sanctions, including ones targeting the
foreign exchange reserves of The Central Bank of Russia (CBR); this has rendered a large part of these reserves
inaccessible, undermining the CBR’s ability to act as a lender of last resort and impairing what had been – until recently –
Russia’s standout credit strength: its net external liquidity position.
Moody’s also slashed Russia’s credit rating earlier this month to its second-lowest tier, citing the same central bank capital
controls likely to hinder payments in foreign currencies, resulting in defaults.
Russia moved to strengthen its financial position following a suite of western sanctions imposed in 2014, in response to its
annexation of Crimea. The government ran consistent budget surpluses and sought to scale back both its debts and its
reliance on the US Dollar
The accumulation of substantial foreign exchange reserves was intended to mitigate against the depreciation of local assets
but reserves of dollars and euros have been effectively frozen by recent sanctions. Meanwhile, the Russian ruble has plunged
to all-time lows.
To mitigate the resulting high exchange rate and financial market volatility, and to preserve remaining foreign currency buffers,
Russia’s authorities have introduced capital-control measures that could constrain nonresident government bondholders from
receiving interest and principal payments on time.
The losers will be the west’s private investors in Russian bonds. Their interests – not just the oligarchs’ – were sacrificed the
moment sanctions were announced. BlackRock, the world’s largest fund manager, has almost entirely written off the $18.2bn
in Russian assets it had at the beginning of the year. Practically every major western brand name is pulling out of Russia.
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Markets: Sovereign Debt
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Markets: Russia’s Reserves
International reserves of Russia as of February 18, 2022 accounted for $643.2 billion which are made up of assets and deposits
denominated in the world’s major currencies ($, €, £ and ¥) as well as almost 2,300 tonnes of gold.
Securities make up a little more than half ($311bn) of what the CBR had at its disposal. According to its annual report, these assets
were mostly highly rated, with just 6.8 per cent of them holding less than an A rating.
Share of reserves by type/currency
16.5%

Largest holders of Russian central bank
foreign currency and gold reserves, by
location

32.3%

4.5%

UK

5%

International Institutions

6.6%

USA

13.1%

Germany

9.5%

Japan

10%
12.2%

France

Euro

13.8%

China

16.4%

21.7%
Gold

US Dollar

Yuan

Russia

Others

21.7%
0%

5%

10%

Foreign currency

Source: Central Bank of Asia
Date: as of June 30, 2021
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 The dozens of Russian elites sanctioned by western countries over the invasion of Ukraine include some of the richest people in the world. There’s Alexei
Mordashov, the biggest shareholder of major Russian steel maker Severstal, aluminum billionaire Oleg Deripaska, and Chelsea soccer team owner Roman
Abramovich.
 Because Russian oligarchs tend to hold a lot of their wealth overseas in real estate or via layers of companies, it’s hard to freeze or seize a lot of it. The value of
assets held by Russian companies or individuals in Switzerland is only around $11 billion, according to Swiss bank data, while the UK government says two
tycoons alone, Alisher Usmanov and Igor Shuvalov, are worth nearly $20 billion.
 Estimates claim that the offshore wealth held by rich Russians at around $800 billion as of 2015. There is as much financial wealth held by rich Russians
abroad—in the UK, Switzerland, Cyprus, and similar offshore centers—than held by the entire Russian population in Russia itself.
 Around 60% of rich Russians’ wealth is estimated to be overseas. Estimates claim that Russians have $1 trillion of shadow finances abroad.
 Mordashov is Russia’s richest man, which puts the combine net worth at around $29 billion
 Igor Sechin, Oleg Deripaska, Andrey Kostin, Alexei Miller, Nikolai Tokarev, Dmitri Lebedev and Roman Abramovich are sanctioned by the UK and their assets
are frozen. Abramovich’s assets have been frozen, and he will be prohibited from making any transactions in the UK, as well as being subject to a travel ban.
 Sergei Ivanov, Andrey Patrushev, Ivan Sechin, Alexander Vedyakhin, Andrey Puchkov, Yuriy Soloviev, and Galina Ulyutina have been sanctioned by the USA
government.
 Japan has decided to freeze assets of an additional 17 Russian individuals, bringing the total number targeted by sanctions over Russia’s invasion of Ukraine to
61. Viktor Vekselberg was also targeted in the sanctions by Japan, as well as 11 members of the Duma and five family members of banker Yuri Kovalchuk.
Russia Rank

World Rank

Name

Net worth ($, Billions)

Source of Wealth

1

51

Alexei Mordashov

29.1

Steel, investments

2

55

Vladimir Potanin

27

Metals

3

59

Vladimir Lisin

26.2

Steel, transport

4

66

Vagit Alekperov

24.9

Oil

5

66

Leonid Mikhelson

24.9

Gas, chemicals

6

78

Gennady Timchenko

22

Oil, gas

7

99

Alisher Usmanov

18.4

Steel, telecom, investments

8

105

Andrey Melnichenko

17.9

Coal, fertilizer

9

112

Pavel Durov

17.2

Messaging app

10

124

Suleyman Kerimov

15.8

Investments

Source: Forbes Magazine
Year: 2021
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Private banking and frozen assets
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China’s renminbi (RMB) is one of many currencies traded by banks and other institutions within the global forex market. In 2019, more than $285 billion worth of
renminbi was traded daily in the forex market. China’s emergence as a global economic power has only modestly boosted the standing of the renminbi internationally.
Since 2001, China’s trade in goods has grown by more than a factor of nine, propelling the country to become the world’s single largest trader. The renminbi’s usage
in forex trades expanded from effectively zero to 4.3% of all trades over the same period, but the renminbi remains the eighth most traded currency.
Country

Daily forex trading

% of forex trades

Nominal GDP

Total trade

USA

$5.82 trillion

88.3%

$20.5 trillion

$4.28 trillion

Euro

$2.13 trillion

32.2%

$13.6 trillion

$5.16 trillion

Japan

$1.11 trillion

16.8%

$4.97 trillion

$1.49 trillion

China

$285 billion

4.3%

$13.6 trillion

$4.63 trillion

Singapore

$119 billion

1.8%

$364 billion

$782 billion

Russia

$72.16 billion

1.1%

$1.66 trillion

$692 billion
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The future of the US Dollar
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• Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency prices are jumping following a plunge this week in the value of Russia's currency — a
sign, according to some analysts, that Russian investors are shifting their money out of the ruble as economic
sanctions against the country for its invasion of Ukraine take hold. Bitcoin on Wednesday rose to $44,188 after falling
as low as $36,370 last week. Other leading cryptos, including ethereum, ripple and solana, were either flat or saw gains
of at least 2%. Meanwhile, the ruble plunged to a record low against the dollar on Monday, dropping to under 1 U.S.
cent, and has hovered there since.
• Bitcoin dropped below $35,000 and Ethereum dropped below $2,400 immediately after the invasion started, though
both have risen since then. Bitcoin has dropped by more than 30% since its November high of $68,990 thanks to the
recent geopolitical tensions in Europe, looming inflation, and the prospect of interest rate hikes by the U.S. Federal
Reserve, among other factors. Ethereum’s price drop is its lowest point since late January, with global stock markets
sinking as well.
• Many crypto exchanges, including Coinbase, Coinberry and KuCoin, have said they do not plan to shut out Russiabased accounts, resisting pressure to join the West's effort to cut off the country from global payment networks.
• Binance on Monday said it will freeze the crypto accounts of Russian officials who are on sanctions lists from the U.S.
and its allies
• Kraken, another exchange platform, also won't shut down its Russian accounts unless the company is legally forced to
do so
• Some people are also using cryptocurrency to donate money to Ukraine. Investors have donated more than $22 million
worth of crypto to the Ukrainian government during the conflict
• Russian leaders could turn to crypto to help the country prop up its financial sector, while noting that digital currencies
are unlikely to "serve as a substitute for corporate transactions over time.
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The role of Cryptocurrencies
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Crude Oil Production, million barrels per day (2022)
Country

Production (millions)

United States

11

Russia

10.76

Saudi Arabia

10.425

Iraq

4.615

Canada

4.265

Iran

4.25

China

3.775

UAE

3.215

Kuwait

2.805

Brazil

2.6
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ESG and will the COP 26 goals be derailed
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For China, Mongolia, and Japan, the fallout from the invasion is just starting to be felt. The long-term consequences are not yet clear. Mongolia, China, and
Japan are also being affected in different sectors, including food supply, energy, and defense. Energy sanctions targeting Russia and the disruption of global
supply chain will likely lead to economic recessions in Asia as countries began to depend on domestic substitutions –if they have that option – and energy
prices continue to hike. One of the many Western sanctions tools, The Foreign Direct Product Rule and other aggressive measures to halt Russia’s importexport trade is creating a food security issue in China. China has long been dependent on other countries, including Russia, Ukraine, and Japan, for wheat
and other consumer products. Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, China has imported more food from Japan ever. Exports of food, farm, forestry
and marine products to mainland China surged 35.2% to 222.4 billion yen ($1.93 billion) in 2021.
Mongolia has experienced an energy price hike. The commonly used gasoline, AI-92 marked a 66% increase. Moreover, as Mongolia’s diesel fuel
consumption is 100% dependent on Russia, the country is being squeezed by inflation and energy transition. At the same time, if commodity prices continue to
spike and Mongolia exports its natural resources such as coal, the Economic Revival Policy could benefit from such a fluctuation. However, there are external
factors that prevent Mongolia from achieving such a golden opportunity. As the Chinese government continue to lockdown cities and border stations due to
COVID-19, Mongolia’s exports to China are on hold, a recurring problem amid the pandemic. Mongolia’s economy could also be hurt by a drop-off in MongoliaRussia trade. If the Russian economy and financial system are crippled, air-based trade is likely to be affected. Mongolians abroad have already reported the
inability to use credit cards offered by Mongolian banks due to the severing of Russia’s connection to SWIFT. On the other hand, since Mongolia and Russia
are connected via railroad infrastructure, some trade is expected to continue as usual, but shipments of goods from Europe will be curtailed.
Russia’s recent actions are also changing the geopolitical environment in Northeast Asia. Countries such as Japan that do not have strong trust and
confidence in Russia are wary of unexpected security issues. Western sanctions against Russia have quickly turned into a double-edged sword for China, with
U.S. officials threatening to consider sanctioning China if it shelters Russia from the financial consequences.
In Northeast Asia, Russia’s recent invasion of Ukraine will add to future tensions. From a security standpoint, governments will seek to prepare for significant
security instability by increasing defense expenditures and investing in technology-based cyber and air defense systems, all while utilizing diplomacy to
prevent escalation. All the Northeast Asia countries will be extremely vigilant and observant as the fallout continues to become clear.
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